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PROCESS TIMER
By Peter Roberts

Easy to use. Gives accurate repeatable timings.

1. To switch 'off' apparatus
lapse.

2. To switch 'on' apparatus
lapse.

after required time

after required time

3. Push-button start for easy darkroom operation
and easy repeats without resetting dials.

4. Minutes/seconds selector with hours as optional
extra.

5. Audible alarm to indicate end of process, with a
'disable' if not required.

6. Visible and Audible/'second' pulses allows full
concentration on the enlarger whilst working.

7. Dial-up selection of process time or t ime-lapse
easily visible in subdued light.

8. Manual override for focusine etc.
9. Can be positioned remote frdm enlarger to pre-

vent vibration.
10. Can be used for other applications - 150 watts

max. load.

Digital timers are not common, probably because
of the extra cost involved, however such timers do
have advantages. Pulses can be counted precisely,
although the accuracy depends on the oscil lator.
Reading the setting on a thumbwheel switch is easier
than finding a pointer on a dial, especially in the dark.

It was decided to use a relay to switch the load since
this gives the option of switching the controlled
apparatus 'on' or 'off' at the end of the selected inter-
val. This option would not be so easy with thyristors
or triacs. The relay contacts and mains switches are
then the only limiting factors on the load which can be
controlled.

Being a digital device, the circuit design is particu-
larly easy and to simplify the drawings and the recog-
nition of elements in the block diagram, the circuit
has been drawn in sections. It should not be difficult
to see how they fit together.
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ENLARGER/

Long bright summer days - an ideal season for
photography. Now you can ease the coming winter
problems of the darkrrom with the enlarger and
process timer described here. The unit was designed
for a photographer by the writer (who also has some
interest in photography) and the foliowing require-
ments have been incorporated.

A orinted circuit board has been designed for
which copies of the track pattern and read-y etched
and dril led boards are available. The total parts cost is
about f 35.00. including the case and p.c.b. A cheaper
version could be made by omitting those parts which
provide facil i t ies which are not required.

Fig. 1 shows the straight forward operation of the
instr-ument. A I Hz oscil lator applies pulses to two
identical cascaded divide-by-sixty circuits thus
producing 'seconds'. 'minutes' and 'hours' pulses.
These pulses are taken via a selector to the counter/
detector circuit which operates the relay through the
relay driver when the selected time has elapsed. The
relav latches itself. resets the dividers and counter,
stops the oscil lator and controls the enlarger. When
the 'start ' button is pressed the relay releases, the
oscil lator starts and the sequence is repeated.

The I Hz oscil lator (Fig. 2) uses a 555 timer ic. Both
VR2 and VR3 are incluiled so that a high degree of
accuracy can be achieved for the long timing int-er-
vals. The writer has achieved an accuracv of 99.93o/o
over 8 hours (for those interested the alarm sounded
af ter  7 hfs.  59 mins.  40 seconds) .

Both divide-by-sixty circuits are identical to that
shown in Fig. 3. Each divider uses two 7490 counters,
the first as a decade counter, the second resetting on
the sixth pulse, to give a divide-by-sixty function
overal l .

The relay driver is a BC 107 or similar device (see
Fig. a). The diode across the relay coil absorbs any
back-emf. The 1OpF capacitor reduces the possibil i ty
of false relay operation due to 'sneak' pulses. noise or
circuit transients. A positive - going voltage at the
circuit input (on R4) causes the relay to operate and
to latch over its own 'make' contact.

The 100pF capacitor causes the relay to operate
immediately on first switch-on regardless of the set-
ting of the selectors. The enlarger can be set up and
the required time interval set on the selectors, then
when the start button is pressed the relay releases and
the selected time-lapse commences.

The reset circuit is also derived from the relay
contacts, but two gates from a 7 400 are included in a
bistable configuration to eliminate contact bounce
which can give rise to inconsistent timings. The 1g.F
capacitor ensures that the bistable is correctly set on
swi tch-on.
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Internal view of the prototype unit.
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Fig. 1.  Block diagram of enlarger/
process timer.

Fig.2.1 Hz oscillator. The Change-over
contact is part of the output relay. VR3
and VR2 provide coarse and fine fre'
quency adjustment.

F ig .  3 .  D iv ide-by-60  c i rcu i t .  Th is
counter circuit is used twice. Once to
derive a minutes count from a seconds
input and also to derive an hours count
from a minutes input.

rc t2  (8 )

D1 :

Fig. 4. Circuit of relay driver, latch and
reset bistable. The two NAND gates in
the bistable circuit are half of a 74O0.
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Photograph showing component layout using a
pre-etched and drilled board.

Resistors
(All fixed values * watt 1070 except where shown

otherwise).
Rl 1.5KO or lKO (not critical)
R2 lKO
R3 lKO or 500O (not critical)
R4 1500
R5 27O 2 watt
R6 1500
R7 2200.
R8 2200
R9 39KO
R10 3.9KO
VR1 lKO preset
VR2 4.7KO preset
VR3 47KO preset

Transistors
TR1 BC107 or similar
TR2 BC107 or similar

Diodes
Dl IN914 or IN4148
BD1 50V 1 Amp bridge rectifier.
Le.d. 3 high brightness 0.2" or suitable

Switches
SWl Push to break
SW2 Single pole change-over slide
SW3 Single pole miniature toggle
SW4 Single pole miniature slide
SW5 Mains neon rocker switch. single pole
BCD Thumbwheel switches (2 otf) R.S. Compo-
nents type 338-399 or similar.

Selector switches: Single pole change-over slide
switch. Double pole change-over slide switch or,
one only, Z-pole 3-position rotary switch.

Miscellaneous
Relay, 'Continental' style 4 pole changeover,

12V nominal. Transformer, R.S. Components
type207-740 6VA 0-6, 0-6V. PCB ready prepared
from WGR Enterprises Ltd., 64 Purford Green,
Harlow, Essex, CM18 6HN.
Loudspeaker 8O miniature.
Fuse holder to suit 20 mm mains fuse.
Buzzer 240Y a.c. type
Case to suit location and application.
Nuts, bolts, wire etc.

Capacitors
(All electrolytics are
C1 100pcF C6
9? r9rye_� c7
C3 470p.F ;
c+ roolF c8
C5 10p.F C9

15V working minimum)
lpF
470pF
1OpcF
0.01pcF (10nF)

Integrated circuits
IC1 *5V Regulator
rc2 7400
rc3 7400 Ic9 7490
rc4 7403 IC10 7490
rc5 7403 rcrr 7490
IC6 7403 lclz 7490
rc7 7403 rc13 7490
IC8, 7490 ICl4 NE 555 or similar
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Fig. 5. Tens and Units counter and NAND gate detector circuits. This section is
diiven from the'seconds' output,'minut6s' output or'hours' output of Fig. 1
via a seconds, minutes or hours selector switch. The outputs of the NAND
gates connect directly to the appropriate inputs on the BCD switch'

CO(,NTER

7490

DETECTOR

POWER SUPPLY
The power supply (Fig. 6) is a standard full wave

bridge iectifier/smoothed circuit sripplying + 15V for
the ielay and audio amplifier and *5V for the logic
circuits. The 27Q 2 watt resistor takes most of the
power which would otherwise be dissipated in the 5V
regulator.

sw3 Controllad

swn

Moinr
buzzar

53lcct
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stort /3top

Fig. 6. Circuit of power supply and load
switching arrangement.

The hard work is done by the detector counter
shown in Fig. 5. The counter consists of two 7490
decade counters with binary outputs of weightings 1,
2, 4 and 8. The inverse functions 1,2,4 and 8 are also
generated by the detector section. The eight outputs
from each of these two detector circuits are then
taken to the appropriate eight inputs on the two
thumbwheel switches. Thus we have two thumbwheel
switches, one for units count and one for tens count.

Bv suitable switching we can choose to drive the
.ount". input (see nig. S) from the seconds, minutes
or hours pulse sources shown in Fig. 1, ellowing tim
ngs of 0 to 99 seconds, 0 to 99 minutes or 0 to 99
hours using just these two thumbwheel switches and a
selector switch.

The outputs from the thumbwheel switches are
called 'common' and both these outputs are con-
nected to the'BCD common'input at R4 in the relay
driver circuit (see Fig. 4.). When the correct number
of tens and units of pulses from the selected seconds,
minutes or heurs source have been counted then the
relay is energised to mark the end of the elapsed time'

The more technically minded reader may care to
note that 7 403 type open-collector NAND gates are
used in the detector circuits rather than the more
usual 7400 type totem-pole output NAND gates
since the action of the BCD switch is such that these
outputs can be commoned together in a wired - OR
fashion. In this application the.totem-pole outputs
could self-destruct!
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Fig. 7. Circuit of audio amplifier. Any
low impedance small loudspeaker is
suitable to reproduce the 1 second'blips'.

TIMER OUTPUT
Fig. 6 also shows the switching arrangement bet-

ween the Live and Neutral mains input and the supply
to the photographic apparatus. The connection of the
relay change-over contacts and the 'select process'
changeover switch (sw3) is such that power can be
applied to the controlled equipment either during the
selected time interval, or only after that interval has
elapsed.

Since it is only intended to reproduce the marker
blips, the miniature 8O loudspeaker can be mounted
inside the case without outlet holes.

CONSTRUCTION
The unit can be constructed inside any suitable

enclosure. For use in a dark-room a robust water-
proof case would seem to be the best idea. Fig. 8
shows the rear view of the front panel layout used by
the author. The positions of the various controls can
be seen. All the switching, selecting and indicating
components are shown and the purpose of the two
slide switches below the BCD switches is explained
below.

These two slide switches are used to select which of
the timing pulses, 'seconds', 'minutes' or 'hours'

(shown in Fig. 1) are connected to the single input to
the counter circuit formed by IC10 and IC11. This
could be achieved using a 3-position single pole slide
switch, but the author has found that in the peculiar
circumstances of the darkroorn it is best if the user has
only two positive switch positions to locate. Thus the
lower switch selects minutes and the upper switch
selects seconds or hours. As shown in Fig. 8. the
upper switch can conveniently be a double pole type
with the second pole selecting a led indicator showing
whether seconds or hours have been selected. Cons-

Spcokcr 8n,f4*
56 mm diomctcr

L to boord Secs InDut

For setting up purposes such as focusing and mask-
ing, a manual/auto bypass switch (SW2) is included.
The mains buzzer will sound when the relay is oper-
ated unless the muting switch (SW4) is operated.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
The audio amplifier (Fig. 7) is arranged to produce

a 'blip' on the 'seconds' count. It is capacitively cou-
pled via C2 to R8 on the 1Hz oscil lator (Fig. 2) VRI
ldjusts the output level which can be quite 

-powerfull
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tructors may of course prefer to use a rotary switch or
some other arrangement to suit their preference.

CALIBRATION
Calibrating the device is a matter of patience and a

stopwatch. The author suggests timing over 30
seconds in the first instance and then fine adiustine as
necessary. Timing over a period of 15 niinutel is
time-consuming but gives good results, and timing to
within 1 second should be possible. t

Fig. 8. Rear view of suggested front panel layout. For ease of operation in a
dark-room only two position slide switches are used to select seconds,
minutes or hours.
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